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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Cross Roads from Weedon. Currently, there are 15 menus
and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Cross Roads:
great pub with friendly and knowledgeable staff. very beautiful decoration with a friendly, pleasant and quiet

atmosphere, no music I remember and also child-friendly. Excellent, large varied menu and three very well kept
readings, all reasonable prices. eating was very nice, I went for a sea food feeder start as a star that was

fantastic. the children were huge. the only part is the fact that it is a bound pub, whic... read more. As a guest,
you can use the WLAN of the restaurant at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside
and be served. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or

physical limitations. What Jason Wilson doesn't like about Cross Roads:
I was sold on the venison mixed grill with steak and a wild boar sausage. It came with baby roast potatoes and a

merlot dripping gravy and sounded amazing. This is not what arrived... I was presented with what I can only
describe as 'given up ' You would expect for nearly 19 quid a good sized dinner, but 1 tiny, chewy piece of

steak..something non descript, that was tough and had possibly been heated up 50 times that... read more.
Cross Roads from Weedon is respected for its exquisite burgers, to which appetizing fries, salads and other

sides are presented, there are also fine vegetarian menus on the menu. At the bar, you can also relax after the
meal (or during it) with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, for breakfast they serve a tasty breakfast here.
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